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Finishing:

Color:
Blank
CMYK
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Spot:

                       Please examine the attached proof carefully for spelling, label size, typestyle, layout position, color (see disclaimer), perf location, carrier width or any
                          other specifications that you require on the finished label. This proof is our most accurate representation of your original layout instructions. It is your
                           responsibility to verify the proof is correct. If changes/corrections are required, please indicate them directly on this proof so they are legible and easily
                            seen. We are not responsible for any errors or omissions once this proof has been approved.

 Proof is OK as is                Proof is OK with change/alteration (no reproof required)                Proof needs change/alteration (reproof required)

                   Signature                                                                                                                                                                             Date
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Proof Disclaimer
This proof is supplied to you for approval of all dimensions, spelling, content, accuracy of copy and die-cut position.  
PDF electronic proofs are not intended for approval of color due to the inaccuracies and differences in viewing devices.  
Hardcopy color-calibrated proofs are required for color approval.  A duplicate hardcopy proof will be utilized at press side 
as a tool for color approval.  Due to the limitations of 4 color process printing, certain colors will not be exact 
representations.  Also note that certain base materials, varnishes and material finishes cannot be duplicated on a proofing 
system.  If close color matching is a requirement of the job, then you must let us know at the beginning of the job and 
specify PMS colors or otherwise provide color samples.  For approval of PMS colors, please refer to your Pantone guide. 
For new 4 color process jobs, a hardcopy, color-calibrated proof must be approved prior to release to production.
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LabelPack - TiMac

11 x 7.875 Fetileader

45785

2.6 Mil White BOPP with permanent adhesive & 1 mil clear BOPP overlam

6" 100

Digital 4cp

MANUFACTURED BY TIMAC AGRO USA - 
P.O. Box 888 - Route 724 & I-176 Reading, 
PA 19607 -0888 – USA

264 Gal.

Volume: 264 Gallons (1000 liters) - Net weight: 2733 lb (1230 kg) 
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